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Cute hairstyles for black girls

We can all agree that before the bride makes her way down the aisle, all eyes are on the flower girl. Whether the petal tossing tot is clad in a floor-length dress that edifies the princess's full look, or taking on a boho vibe reflecting bride, you shouldn't ignore the tiny guest honor hairstyle for the ceremony. That's right: a flower girl's hairstyle is just as important as the rest of your wedding party. Of course, we did some of the legs and
collected a few of our favorite (and absolutely adorable) flower girl hair looks that will serve all the inspiration you need. From whimsical donkeys to garlands of greenery, little buds tucked into little curls, and flower crowns to make every bite-sized sprite squeak with glee you'll find all the tiny 'do inspo here. Read on for 20 of the snowy flower girl hairstyles you'll ever see. 01 of 20 For the sophisticated flower girl, the twisted style half
decorated with tiny flowers makes for a princess-worthy look to complement any style of dress. Small buds are intricate to flow with the shape of the collected hair and create the illusion of sprouting from the curls themselves. Honestly, we will gladly wear this hairstyle any day. 02 out of 20 Long hair, short hair or lack of hair, the classic flower crown sits nicely on top of any type of hair (and with a few pins will be left to wear the most
avarent flower girls). The abundance of precious flowers in this particular crown makes for a refreshing departure from ordinary floral ivory. Match the petals it dissipated to bloom in the hair at a truly cohesive moment. 03 out of 20 Tuck your hair out of her precious face with a classic bow. You can choose that the ribbon corresponds to the dress, bouquet, bridesmaids, décor - name it. Don't be afraid to go overboard! Although it may be
small, we honestly believe the bigger the bow, the better. 04 out of 20 If you're looking for long hair inspiration, a cutely brayed hair crown, as it will do. To touch the shine, add a few hair accessories to complete the look. The little princesses will feel oh-so-special with their carefully polished and set-top boxes' dos. 05 out of 20 Federico Sbardolini; Floral girl dress by Jenny Yeo; Bohemian Fiori's floral design It wouldn't have been an
inspiring roundup if we hadn't mentioned the tried and true accent of choice: a child's breathing. These pretty little buds add so much organic charm and whim to any canvas that they're basically a tailor made for a flower girl's hair. If you still need convincing, just look at this charming little ethereal dream in her lush floral topper (and matching bouquet, smoke). 06 of 20 Andrew Bayda & Misha Moon If the bride or bridesmaid is donning
some serious hair ornaments for a big event, why not have little ones follow suit, too? These ladies are a vision of sophistication in gilded crowns with floral motifs and matching ensembles. We recommend choosing only jewelry for the costume everything becomes inappropriate. 07 out of 20 Larissa Cleveland; Scheduling events for Cole Drake events; Floral design by Mae Flowers Who can resist this beloved little lady? You'll never
go wrong with a classic bun. The simple style remains to be put all day, works on different types of hair and length, and can be decorated with blooms for an adorable boho vibe. 08 out of 20 Recreate a beautiful floral crown with a sleek hairstyle that adds an instant touch of glamour and is easy to recreate. Just wrap the ends of the low tail around it so that it looks like part of the hairstyle and pin in place. As for the topper, we are
obsessed with this chic alternative to classic blooms. 09 out of 20 Christine Hogan; &amp;&amp; Event Scheduling Floral design from Sage Nines Event Production Whether worn down, down or halfway between them, curls are quite possibly the cutest choice of flower girl hair. Gentle spirals look heavenly on every length of hair, style and texture, and require very little maintenance. So, if your little assistant got them, let her
completely flaunt these natural reels and let her personality bly at the same time. 10 out of 20 Full-fledged flowering pattern - not the only way to include a floral touch. Tuck a few fresh twigs behind her ears, or weave a few stems through her braids, for an equally magical moment. The tape can also be intertiled with strands of hair to form a playful and colorful braid. 11 of the 20 Minimalist look completes two barely-there braids
connected from behind. Play a simple look with a pretty floral crown. Either way, these soft braids are stylishly elegant without being too fussy. 12 of the 20 These little ones are the epitome of rustic emantics in their earthy toppers made from dried bunnies-tails. Disclaimer: No bunnies have suffered while making this Aussie wedding. 13 out of 20 This particular type of wicker style simply radiates a sweet, usefulness that's perfect for
any flower girl. The best part is that the braids are really safe (you might even say baby-proof), so they will stay in place no matter how active the tiny one is. You can top with a flower crown for the added dose of your beloved. 14 of 20 Stefania Campos; Event Planning by Daryl Wilson of D Concierge Events; Floral Design by GloriSosa Events &amp;; Decor If you don't want to go full floral crown or little nugget too small to keep one
balanced on your head, a bandage on your head is a sweet alternative. Several asymmetrical buds make this look as cute as can be. 15 out of 20 This particular topper is slightly different from its usual floral counterparts. A mixture of long herbs with small wild flowers gives this hair accessory a decidedly wild and freshly weathered sensation. 16 out of 20 Tony Waters; Planning courtney Tibbetts events after engagements; Hair from
Say I Do Updos How to Grow Up and Come Together These Little Weddings Looks? These romantic braided hairstyles are so chic that they can easily be worn by bridesmaids or as a wedding style. We particularly love rogue vu tendrils tendrils These sweet faces. 17 out of 20 Instead of the traditional flower crown, this munchkin stole the show from a crown of olive branches. The choice in green perfectly emphasized the charm of
the environment at this Tuscan wedding. If you have a wedding destination, try using the local flora instead of the usual floral choice. The result is what's true for your exotic locale and is undoubtedly personalized to your big day. 18 out of 20 Olivia Ray James; Floral design studio Daisy Stone Do not ignore the pony as too casual for a wedding. A high ponytail or half up, half-sheer tail if her hair is too short can make for a super fun and
pejoral look. The perfect addition to the superactive tot. 19 out of 20 If your attendant doesn't have bite size, let her have her moment, however she feels comfortable. This cutie looks just as charming with her natural tresses as she would fancy doing or decorating. We'd like to see that megawatt smile over not-so-miniature tanters any day. Sometimes you have to pick your battles and this detail just isn't worth getting stressed on your
wedding day. 20 of Caley's 20 Chelsea photographs; Planning of events by novelty of events; Hair Tiara Evans &amp; Janet Miranda; Floral design from Irises Designs If you love a cohesive moment, look no further. These flower girls wore floral weddings on top of their wicker updos that matched the smeduation the bride swung on one side of her hairstyle. The flowers also perfectly matched the bouquets of wedding parties and floral
hoops that the girls carried up the aisle. Now it's homogeneity. Buns never come out of style, but with Meghan Markle making them royally hip, it's time to think about all the ways to wear this classic hairstyle. 1 of 13 Teased and Lowe Meghan Markle caused a stir with her recent messy bun, and she has since revealed that a version of that style will be in regular royal rotation. Here, a low bun has bits, casually poking out of the back
and flowing from the front, with teased height on the crown that puts it on a bit. 2 of Sarah Hyland's 13 wicker bases super-sleek style appears together at the back of the neck, with tightly braided braids wrapping around the base of the bun. 3 of 13 Half-Up Hun A Half-Up Bun, or Gong, is a modern way to keep your face hair showing some length. Hold it high and to the back of your head, like Rachel Brosnahan, for the most neckly
style option. 4 of 13 Braid back Millie Bobby Brown wears a braid up the center of the back of his head, almost creating a lightning effect, and completing a tight, polished upper knot. 5 of 13 Low Side Bun We love how Amy Adams looks in this slightly off-center style. Want to try it? Brush all your hair to one side, add plenty of strong hairspray like Moroccanoil Glow hairspray ($24, sephora.com), and twist the bundle just below your
ear. 6 of 13 Romantic Bun Emma Watson opted for strands in front and and soften her bun. If you look closely, you'll even notice a few children's braids woven throughout. 7 of 13 High with curtain bangs Rihanna keeps her face flattened framed with long bangs, keeping her length completely off her neck with a large, high bun. Get fullness like hers by hiding a mesh hair doughnut inside. 8 of 13 Wicker Buns raise your bun with a
simple braid like Zoe Saldana here. This is an easy way to create texture. Saldana also added a slight pompadour to touch the volume in front. 9 of 13 Low with a bandage on his head heading to a fantasy event? Pair a sleek, low, braided bun with a shiny headpiece, as did Emmy Rossum. We love princess-i-bebe. 10 of 13 Tall and Dirty As Sandra Bullock proves here, a few flyaways isn't necessarily a bad thing. They are an easy
way to create texture for a chic but thrown-together look. 11 of Kerry Washington's 13 Bow Bun can do no wrong when it comes to red carpet dressing, and her hairstyles are no exception. The actress paired her floral print cocktail dress with an unexpected twist — a bun in the shape of a bow. Sweet and stunning. 12 with 13 Sleek Topknot Jaime King elevates her look with a sleek high bun that lets her spiky earrings, bold brows, and
high neckline take center stage. 13 of the 13 chunky with a mid-part Selena Gomez went with a mega-sized low bun, perfect for showcasing her trend-centered and oversized gold geometric sleeks. Earrings.
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